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61 different law schools. (Logo sizes proportional to number of 

student responses from each school.)

https://vimeo.com/404664843


Well, prospects not affected Not well, prospects affected

Student sentiment about career prospects differs by their hired 
status. Average self-rating on the 1-5 scale:








No matter whether they are hired or still applying, students report checking 
individual firm websites the most.




Students applying for full time positions showed the most interest in Q&A with a law firm. 
Students applying for summer opportunities showed the most interest in resources and best 
practices for recruiting digitally.



Applying for a full time position (post grad) Applying for summer oppurtunities



Attend a one-on-one video "coffee chat" 

with an attorney or recruiter

Attend a small group video "coffee 

chat" with an attorney or recruiter

Phone Calls

Attend a topical webinar hosted by a law firm

Email Updates

None of the Above

Most students showed interest in more communication, so what’s the best way to connect? We asked…



Comfortable (76.8%) Uncomfortable (8%)

76.8% of students self-ranked in the top two levels of comfort with video, 
and 92% of students self-ranked in the top 3.




When students video call/conference, 91.7% use Zoom.




pass/fail gradingHow will  
impact hiring decisions?

anxiety-inducing.

I haven't heard anything from my 
summer employer and it's a bit 

we're in 
doomsday mindset

Most of us only have experience 
with one recession, so 

--the takeaway 
being that we're already thinking 
worst case scenario so you won't 
scare us by being honest.

the possibility of a Recession.

Students are concerned about the 
change to virtual, but they are 
generally much more concerned about 

 
Addressing firm planning on this point 
would give students a lot more 
confidence in their prospects, and in 
the firm’s.

economy

There are a lot of questions out 
there about job security given the 
challenges the  is facing.

 is frustrating.Silence

OCIWhat will be the timeline for  
and recruiting post-COVID19?

 It’s the uncertainty more 
than anything that’s causing the 
most stress…

The more communication the 
better!



here.
Learn more about hosting Virtual 

Events with Flo Recruit  

https://start.florecruit.com/post/were-launching-virtual-events

